join the lecture series, organized by Prof. Noémie Étienne on Tuesdays, 10:15-11:45 CET via Zoom
zoom link on request - please contact fridolin.goebel@univie.ac.at

May 14, 2024  Dr. Alisa Santikarn, University of Cambridge
The Anthropocene in the Museum
Categorisation, Decolonisation, and Social Responsibility

May 21, 2024  Mariama De Brito Henn MA, University of Vienna
Understanding Textiles: An Interdisciplinary Perspective

May 28, 2024  Dr. Ayesha Fuentes, Museum of Archeology and Anthropology, Univ. of Cambridge
When Do We Take Our Shoes off in the Museum? On Care, Conservation and Material Engagement in the Southern Himalayas

June 4, 2024  Dr. Dominika Czarnecka and Prof. Dagnosław Demski
Institute of Archeology and Ethnology, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw
Breaking the Silence: The Legacy of Ethnographic Shows in Central and Eastern Europe

June 18, 2024  Dr. Sophie Schasiepen, University of the Western Cape, Cape Town
Mourning the Dead
Addressing Legacies of Colonialism, Slavery, Racial Science, and Resistance in an Art Context